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Thts arttcle is concerned with nonnegative soluttons of the nonlinear initial value 
problem x’ = p(f) x’ + q(r), f > 0; x(O) = 0. Here, G( is a constant, c( E (0, 1); p and q 
are real-valued functions that are integrable and not identically zero near 0, with 
p(t) > 0. The function q may assume positive, as well as negative values. The follow- 
ing result is shown. Let q1 denote the integral of 4, q,(r) = l; q(s) ds, t > 0. Let x be 
a solution of the initial value problem which is positive on (0, T). Then x is unique 
if (i) q,(f)>0 for all IE [0, T] and (ii) there exists a sequence { r,},.N of points 
t, E (0, T) which converges to 0, such that s,( r,) > 0 for j = 1, 2, .,, @> 1988 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
In this article we are concerned with nonnegative solutions of the non- 
linear initial value problem 
x’ = p(t) xx + q(t), t > 0; x(0) = 0. (1) 
Here, u is a constant, a E (0, 1); p and q are real-valued functions that are 
integrable and not identically zero near 0, with p(t) 20. The function q 
may take positive, as well as negative values. 
We use the symbols p1 and q1 to denote the integrals of p and q, respec- 
tively, 
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Thus, p, is positive near 0 and non-decreasing for all t>O; q, may be 
increasing, as well as decreasing. 
We shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Assume that there exists a solution x of (1) that is positive on 
(0, T) for some T>O. Zfq, satisfies (i) q,(r)20 for all TV 10, T] and (ii) 
there exists a sequence ( tj }, E N of points t, E (0, T) which converges to 0, such 
that q, ( ti) > 0 ,for j = 1, 2, . . . . then x is unique. 
This result does not seem to fall under any of the uniqueness criteria 
given in the literature; cf. Hartman Cl, Section 1.61, Piccinini et al. [2, Sec- 
tion 111.3.21, Bownds [3], and Bernfeld et al. [4]. Murakami [S] con- 
sidered a special case of (l), where CL = 4 and both p and q are constant and 
equal to one; but, as was shown by Bownds and Diaz [6], his uniqueness 
result is an immediate consequence of a theorem in [3]. The hypotheses 
underlying the uniqueness criteria of [4] cover (I) only for nonnegative 
functions q; it is not clear whether the technique can be modified to allow 
for functions q that change sign. 
The motivation for this investigation stems from some recent work on 
the uniqueness of nonnegative solutions of semi-linear elliptic boundary 
value problems [7]. A special case of the theorem (ct = +) is used to prove 
the uniqueness result in our forthcoming article [83, 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We begin by establishing a lower bound for solutions of (1). Throughout 
this section, inequalities (equalities) of the type x >y (x = y) involving 
two nonnegative functions x and y are understood to hold pointwise 
everywhere on the common domain of definition of x and y. 
LEMMA. Let conditions (i) and (ii) of the theorem be satisfied. Then any 
nonnegative solution x of (1) on [0, T] satisfies the inequality 
x>,((l -a)p,)l’(‘-“‘. (3) 
Proof: Let K denote the integral expression 
K(x)(r) = q,(t) + {’ p(s) x%) ds, t > 0. (4) 
0 
K is monotone, in the sense that K(x) > K(y) if x 2 y 20. We use K to 
define a sequence of functions {x, ), 
x,, + 1 = Wxn), n= 1,2, . . . . x, =ql. (5) 
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Clearly, x, 20 on [0, r]. Furthermore, x2 > x1 and, by induction, 
X *+,2x, for y1= 1,2, . . . . Hence, the sequence {x,} is monotonically 
increasing. Since it is also bounded from above, it converges as n + GO to 
an element x,. The limit satisfies the integral equation x = K(x) on [0, ?J 
and is therefore a nonnegative solution of the initial value problem (1). 
Let 2 be another nonnegative solution of (1). Then 5Z = K(Z) > x1. 
Because K(Z) = 2 and K is monotone, it follows that 2 > x, for n = 1,2, . . . 
Hence, 2 Z x,, so x, is the minimal nonnegative solution of (1). It suffices 
therefore to establish (3) for x, . 
Next, consider the “homogeneous” from of the initial value problem (1) 
x’=p(t) xa, t>o; x(0) = 0; (6) 
and the corresponding integral expression 
W)(t) = 1; P(S) x’(s) & t 2 0. (7) 
Like K, L is monotone. We use L to define another sequence of functions 
{Y,), h’ h h 11 w  IC s a converge to a nonnegative solution of (6). The choice of 
the initial function y, is critical. 
Let E be any of the points tj of the sequence mentioned in condition (ii) 
of the theorem. Let pl,E be defined by 
P,,,(t) = 09 O<tg&; P,,,(t) = j-’ P(S) 4 t b E. (8) 
E 
Because ql(.c) >O and P,,JE)=O, there certainly exists a z >E such that 
q1 >~r,~ on (E, z). Taking such a z, we define the initial element y, of the 
sequence { yn} by 
v,(t)= ((1 -~h,,w”-“‘, O<t<z; y1(t)=O, tar; (9) 
and subsequent elements by 
Yn+ I = UYnh n = 1, 2, . . . . (10) 
The sequence ( y,} converges as n + oc, to a limit function y, , which is a 
nonnegative solution of (6). 
A direct computation shows that y, coincides with (( 1 - a) ~r,~)“(r - a) on 
[0, T] for n = 1, 2, . . . . so the same must be true for y,. Notice, however, 
that ((1 - cr)p,,,)“(‘-“) is the unique nontrivial solution of the initial value 
problem (6) beyond a. Hence, y, and ((1 - a)p,,,)“” -‘) must be one and 
the same function. 
Clearly, x1 > y, 3 0 on [0, T]. Because K and L satisfy the ordering 
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relation K(x) > L(y) whenever x 2 y > 0, it follows that x, > y, on [O, T] 
for n = 1, 2, . . . . In the limit n -+ co we have, therefore, x, a~, on [0, r]. 
We complete the proof of the lemma by taking E successively equal to 
each of the points rj in the sequence. Because the sequence converges to 0 
and pI,E converges pointwise to p, as E + 0, the inequality (3) follows. 1 
Proof of the Theorem. Suppose u and v are two distinct solutions of the 
initial value problem (l), both strictly positive on (0, T). Without loss of 
generality we may assume that u > u. The difference w  = u - u satisfies the 
differential equation 
w’=p(t)(u”-u”) (11) 
and the initial condition w(O)=O. 
According to the mean value theorem, a’- v’= (crp/<‘-“) w  for some 
5 E (v, u), (We omit the argument t.) Estimating 4 from below by v and 
applying the lower bound (3) to v, we find that the positive function w  
satisfies the differential inequality 
Hence, upon integration, 
W(f2) d Pl(t2) “(l-z) -- 
W(f, 1 ( > Pl(fl) 
(12) 
(13) 
for any two points t, and t, in (0, T). 
For the remainder of the proof we distinguish three cases. 
(i) 0~ CI < 4. Because u and v are continuous, with u(O)=0 and 
u(O) =O, we can choose t, sufficiently close to 0 that u”< 1 on [0, ti]. It 
follows from (11) that w’dpzP(1 -(u/u)“)<J&<JJ and, hence, w<p, on 
[0, t,]. Using (13) with any t,~(t,, T), we find 
w(t*)< (p,(r*))*‘(‘-“’ (pl(t,))(‘-2u)‘(‘-a) (14) 
Since(1-2cl)/(l-cr)>Oandp,(t)~OastjO,theright-handsideof(14) 
tends to zero as I, + 0. Thus, w(tJ can be made arbitrarily small. In the 
limit, t, can be anywhere in the interval (0, T). It follows that w  vanishes 
identically on (0, T). 
(ii) c1= i. For any E > 0, there exists a t, sufficiently close to 0 that 
#a GE on [0, ti]. As under (i) above, we find that 
(15) 
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for any t z E (t r, T). Here, we can make the right-hand side arbitrarily small 
by taking E sufficiently close to 0. In the limit E + 0, t, tends to 0 and t2 can 
be taken anywhere in the interval (0, T). Again, it follows that w  vanishes 
identically on (0, T). 
(iii) $ < c( < 1. This time, the argument is more delicate, as the choice 
of t, requires some care. 
Suppose that, for any E > 0, there exists a t, such that 
u(tl)~&(p,(t,))~‘(‘-z). Then also w(t,) ac(pl(t,))a’(l -‘I. Using (13) with 
any t, E (t,, T), we find 
w(t2)~&(p,(t2))a”‘-? (16) 
Since E is arbitrarily small, it follows again that w  vanishes identically. 
Now suppose that u(t) > so@, (t))“‘(’ -‘) for all t E (0, T), for some s0 > 0. 
Then uL~a>/~~-~~~=(~O/~,)l-a~l. Since rx < 1, we may assume that 
(s&r)‘-” > 2c( everywhere on (0, T); if necessary, we simply reduce T until 
the inequality is achieved everywhere. Thus, u1 - ’ 3 2c1p, on [IO, T]. But 
then 
w’=p(t)(u”-uG)= q-(~)‘-+&w~&w (17) 
u 
on [0, T). Upon integration, this inequality gives 
-< Pl(t2) “(2z) w(f2) 
w(t1) L 1 PIttI) (18) 
for any pair t, , t, E (0, T). The desired conclusion follows by the same 
arguments as under (i) above. First, we choose t, sufficiently close to 0 that 
wdp, on [0, tI]. Then, using (18) with any t2E(tl, T), we find 
w(t,)< (pl(t2))“‘*“’ (p,(t,)y- ‘)‘(2a). (19) 
Here, (2~ - 1)/(2a) > 0, so by letting t, tend to 0, we can make the right- 
hand side arbitrarily small. In the limit, t, can be anywhere in (0, T), so w 
vanishes identically on (0, T). 1 
3. REMARKS 
The condition (i) of the theorem cannot be relaxed, unless the condition 
(ii) is strengthened. This may be illustrated with the following example, 
which concerns the initial value problem 
x’ = x”2 + q(t), t > 0; x(0) = 0. (20) 
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Let I be any continuous function defined on [0, r] that is (strictly) positive 
on (0, T). Without loss of generality we may assume that I is differentiable 
and strictly increasing, with l(t) < & t*. 
Let L be any function defined on [0, T], not necessarily differentiable, 
that satisfies the inequalities 
0 <L(t) ,< &(l’(t))2, t E (0, T). 
Without loss of generality we may also assume that 
(21) 
1 
L(t) y@ t*, tE I% Tl; 
otherwise, we take L(t) = min(L(t), &, t*}. Then 
s 
* L”*(s) ds < 1 J’ ’ 
0 
2 o l(S)dS<f 4th 




L”*(s) ds < & t’, 
(23) 
(24) 
because of (22). 
Let {ti)jeN be a sequence of points in the interval (0, T) which converges 
to 0. Let x be a function that is constructed from L by adding spikes at the 
points t j  which reach to & t*. The width of the spikes is chosen such that 
s 
; x”‘(s) ds < 2 jr L”*(s) ds. 
0 
(25) 
The function x thus constructed satisfies (20) with q,, the integral of q, 
given by 
q,(t)=x(t)-jr ~"~(3) ds. l-26) 
0 
At any tj, we have x(tj) = & t2, so 
yl(li)=~-j’X1’2(S)ds>~-2 L”*(s) ds > 0, (27) 
0 
while at any other t E [0, r]. 
4,(t) 2 - ’ x”*(s) ds 2 -2 I 
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So q, is bounded below by the function 1, which is strictly negative, albeit 
arbitrarily small in absolute value, while condition (ii) of the theorem is 
satisfied. 
Now, consider the sequence {y,}, 
y,(t) = ; YA” ,(s) ds + q,(t); I y,(t) =a t2. (29) 
A subsequence of { y,] converges to a solution of (20), which we call y. 
Now. 
y,(t) 2 I’ Yf/ I(S) ds - f(t) 2 jr y;” ,(s) ds -A t2. (30) 
0 0 
Obviously, y,(t) >, & t2. Suppose that y, ~ ,(t) > &t2 for some integer n. Then 
y.(t)>f&-&t2>&t2, (31) 
so, by induction, y,,(r) z $t2 for all n. The same is then true for the limit 
function y. Thus, y(t) > &t2, so y must be different from the solution x. 
Thus, relaxing condition (i), while retaining condition (ii), leads to non- 
uniqueness. 
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